
NFL POWER RANKINGS
Week 3 Dave Burns

RANK TEAM COMMENT

1 Steelers Vikings defense is legit. With Bryant in the fold the Steelers have too many options

2 Chiefs Somebody has Kareem Hunt in your fantasy league by now. Don't bother checking. 

3 Raiders The image of Lynch's funky dance is burned on my brain. 

4 Falcons Thought they were in store for Cardinal like hangover from a year ago. Hasn't happened yet. 

5 Patriots Brady took out his wrath on the helpless Saints defense. 

6 Packers Rodgers got beat up behind his offensive line but I think they'll be fine. 

7 Broncos Did what no one else has done so far, including the commish; shut down Zeke. 

8 Seahawks Wanted to drop them but check their history-they always start slow. 

9 Ravens Offensively they're running out of guys but their defense might be enough. 

10 Bucs I think Koetter's crew is going to have a great year. 

11 Cowboys Real flaws or just making them mad heading into UoP Stadium? Cheers to "real flaws" 

12 Lions Maybe that Cards loss in Week One won't look so bad when all is said and done.

13 Titans Hello Derrick Henry. 

14 Eagles Went on the road and played a good Chiefs team tough and close.

15 Panthers Cam doesn’t look right so far. 

16 Vikings With Bradford they're higher than this. With Keenum they're lower. 

17 Dolphins Was that Jay Cutler pumping his fist a couple of times on Sunday? Wonders never cease. 

18 Cardinals I'm going to leave them here for now. Still many things to fix. Healthy bodies will help. 

19 Redskins Ran all over the Rams on Sunday, still don't think Cousins has anybody to throw to. 

20 Texans So far so good for Watson.

21 Rams It's clear that getting rid of Jeff Fisher has made them a better football team. 

22 Giants 0-2 and the coach just blamed the QB. That will play well in the tabloids. 

23 Chargers A partially empty soccer stadium is a bad look for an NFL team. 

24 Bills Literally nowhere else to put them. They're not THAT bad but they're not that good either. 

25 Jags Make Blake Bortles beat you. Because he can't. 

26 Saints That offense is going to have to score 40 points a game for them to have a chance.

27 Bears They're not booing. They're saying Truuuubisky. 

28 Browns Not the worst team in Ohio. 

29 Bengals The worst team in Ohio. 

30 49ers Style points for hanging with Seattle in Seattle. 

31 Colts Andrew Luck should take his time coming back. 

32 Jets Not even close to an NFL caliber team.


